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A diver is seen in the deepest pool in the world.

A45.5-metre (150-foot) deep diving pool with artifi-
cial underwater caves and Mayan ruins, the
world’s deepest such structure, opened near

Warsaw this weekend. The complex, named Deepspot,
even includes a small wreck for scuba and free divers to
explore. It has 8,000 cubic meters of water-more than 20
times the amount in an ordinary 25-metre pool. Unlike
regular swimming pools, Deepspot can open despite
coronavirus restrictions in Poland because it is a training
center that offers courses.

A hotel with rooms from which guests will be able to
watch divers at a depth of five meters is also planned.
“It’s the world’s deepest pool,” Deepspot director
Michal Braszczynski, a 47-year-old diving enthusiast,
told AFP at the opening on Saturday. The current holder
of the Guinness world record is in Montegrotto Terme in
Italy and is 42 meters deep. The Blue Abyss pool
planned to open in Britain in 2021 will be 50 meters
deep. Around a dozen customers came on the first day,
including eight seasoned divers who hoped to pass an
exam to become instructors.

“There are no magnificent fish or coral reefs here so it
is no substitute for the sea but it is definitely a good place
to learn and to train in order to dive safely in open water,”
said Przemyslaw Kacprzak, a 39-year-old diving instruc-
tor. “And it’s fun! It’s like a kindergarten for divers!” Jerzy
Nowacki, a 30-year-old forestry officer and diving novice,
said: “For my first time, we went down five metres but you
can see all the way to the bottom-the wreck, the caves-it’s
magnificent!” Braszczynski said the pool “will also be used
by the fire brigade and the army. There are many scenar-
ios for training and we can also test different equipment”.
Some 5,000 cubic meters of concrete were used over the
two years it took to build the pool and it cost around 40
million zloty (8.9 million euros, $10.6 million). —AFP

World’s deepest diving pool opens in Poland
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Deepspot director Michal Braszczynski poses at the deepest pool in the world with 45.5-metre (150-foot) locat-
ed in Mszczonow about 50 km from Warsaw.A diver is seen in the deepest pool in the world.

The remains of two victims of the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius almost 2,000 years ago
have been unearthed at a grand villa on the

fringes of Pompeii, officials at the archaeological
site said Saturday. “Two skeletons of individuals
caught in the fury of the eruption have been
found,” the officials at the Italian site near Naples
said in a statement. The researchers believe the fig-
ures are those of a young slave and a richer older
man, around 40 and presumed to be his owner,
based on the vestiges of clothing and their physical
appearance. The ruined city of Pompeii was sub-
merged in ash after the eruption of Mount Vesuvius
in 79 AD. It is now Italy’s  second-most visited
tourist attraction after Rome’s Colosseum, receiv-
ing nearly 4 million visits last year.

The massive site that spreads over 44-hectares
(110-acres) is what remains of one of one the rich-
est cities in the Roman empire. Layers of ash
buried many buildings and objects in a nearly pris-
tine state, including curled-up corpses of victims.
After the latest human remains were uncovered,
the bones were analysed and then plaster was
poured in, a technique invented by Giuseppe
Fiorelli in 1867.  This creates a plaster cast which
shows the shapes of the bodies of the two victims,
in a supine position, where they fell. The two
skeletons were found, during ongoing excavations
at Civita Giuliana, around 700 metres northwest of
Pompeii, at a villa overlooking the Bay of Naples
where previously a stable and the remains of three
harnessed horses had been found. The two bodies
were found in a side room of the “cryptoporticus”
a corridor below the villa where the could have
gone to seek shelter. While excavations continue
at the Pompeii site, tourism has stopped due to
coronavirus measures. —AFP

Afro-Brazilian models Shirley Pitta and Gloria
Maria Fonseca Siqueira had dreamed of the
catwalk since they were girls, but in a Brazilian

fashion world much whiter than the country itself, it
remained a far-away fantasy until recently. In a sign of
changing times in Brazil and elsewhere, the pair saw
their dreams come true at this year’s Sao Paulo Fashion
Week. SPFW, one of the industry’s premier events, this
year implemented a requirement for at least half of
every label’s models to be people of color, in a move
hailed by black and indigenous rights activists. “It took
me a long time to see myself as a beautiful person, a
person who exists. Because on television, I always saw
things I wasn’t,” says Pitta, 21, whose portfolio already
includes work for leading fashion magazines Vogue,
Elle and Marie Claire.

She calls herself a “black favela girl from the
Northeast,” referring to the slums of Brazil’s most
impoverished region. Her modern-day Cinderella story
has captured as much attention as her striking appear-
ance. Before she was discovered in 2018, she spent her
days selling grilled kebabs outside the zoo in her
hometown, Salvador. “We were there every day,
including Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. We got
there in the morning and we worked into the night,”
she told AFP in between gigs at SPFW, as Brazil pre-
pared to celebrate Black Consciousness Day on Friday.

With her short hair, high cheekbones and piercing
gaze, Pitta exudes a confidence she says does not
come as easily at it might appear. “When I was little I
used to wrap towels around my head,” ashamed of the
way her hair looked, she says. “It’s important to talk
about these things, because our children won’t have
long, straight hair when they grow up, and they need to
know that’s not a problem. It’s something beautiful.” In
Brazil, the last country in the Americas to abolish slav-
ery-in 1888 — around 55 percent of the population
identifies as black or mixed-race.

But although whites earn 74 percent more than
people of color on average, a national debate on racial
inequality has only begun relatively recently. The con-
versation was perhaps delayed by a long-held idea
among the Brazilian elite that the country was a “racial
democracy” protected from racism by the fact that
most people have some black or indigenous ancestry.
So it was a sign of radical change when SPFW, which
was held remotely this year because of the coronavirus
pandemic, required more inclusive casting. That
opened the doors to Pitta and 17-year-old Siqueira.

‘I’ll never make it’ 
Tall and thin, with an exuberant afro, Siqueira says

it took her a long time to realize she could have a
future in the fashion world, despite people telling her
she had potential as a model. “I’ll never make it,” she
remembers thinking when she saw the model cata-
logue at Ford Models, one of the industry’s top agen-
cies, as a 15-year-old. Now, she gives interviews from
the agency’s headquarters in Sao Paulo. “I wasn’t con-
fident. I thought I wasn’t beautiful enough,” she says.
“But now I know I can travel the world through this.”

The youngest of seven children from a lower-mid-
dle-class family, Siqueira grew up admiring models like
Naomi Campbell and Adut Akech. She sees Brazil,
home to supermodel Gisele Bundchen, as a country of
diversity, something she would like to see it embrace
for its positive aspects. “Sometimes people feel like
they’re less because they’re different, and they try to
fit a standard that isn’t them. They don’t realize that

being different is unique,” she says. Pitta sees the
industry at a turning point. “We’re breaking through.
I’m not going to sit there thinking about the past.
We’re moving forward,” she says. —AFP

Black models increasingly
visible on Brazil’s catwalks

In this file photo Brazilian model Gloria Maria
Fonseca Siqueira poses during an interview with
AFP at the headquarters of Ford Models in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, during the Sao Paulo Fashion Week.

—AFP photosThis undated photo shows casts of the bodies of two men, a 40-year-old master and his young slave, after
they were found during recent excavations of a Villa in Civita Giuliana in the outskirts of Pompeii, as Park
officials said conditions were optimal to get casts of the victims, following the technique perfected in 1863
by Giuseppe Fiorelli. —AFP photos

Brazilian model Shirley Pitta poses during an inter-
view with AFP at the headquarters of JOY Model in
Sao Paulo, Brazil.

A detail of a cast of one of the bodies of two men.

A detail of a cast of one of the bodies of two men.

Remains of two victims of 79 AD volcanic 
eruption unearthed at Pompeii


